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Abstract: In this paper a finite element mathematical model for one dimensional transient

heat transformation in a multilayer pavement structure has been developed. The model takes

account heat flows of solar radiation, atmosphere and earth emissions. Accuracy of the model

has been evaluated by comparison of calculations results and experimental data.
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1. Introduction

Problems of heat conductivity remain actual for many spheres of science and
technology. Particularly, the works [1, 2] show the results of experimental and
theoretical research of temperature distribution in municipal highways with
underground heat pipeline.

Analysis of results for experimental research of temperature regime in pave-
ment for various regions of Kazakhstan shows that the procedure of heat ex-
change in pavements is strictly transient [3, 4, 5]. Even if we suppose that
air temperature within some period of time remains constant, the procedure of
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heat exchange will proceed long enough. Therefore, the research of temperature
regime for pavement with the help of mathematical model supposes solving of
differential equation for transient heat conductivity with appropriate initial and
boundary conditions.

2. Mathematical Model

We shall simulate the procedure of hear exchange in pavement with the help of
compound rod, i.e. we reduce three-dimension problem for heat conductivity
into one-dimension problem of heat conductivity in the rod. We suppose that
heat flow is q = 0 for side surfaces of the compound rod.

We propose mathematical model of heat exchange between surface of as-
phalt pavement and environment to calculate total heat flow, received by the
surface of pavement.

Pavement as part of earth crust participate in complicated procedure of
heat exchange with environment. Variety of factors participate in this proce-
dure, which we should review in details. Below we specify components of total
heat flow, received by the surface of pavement. For one-dimension model of
transient heat conductivity, the total heat flow q has been received by the sur-
face of upward facing for compound rod. We shall start with atmospheric heat
radiation.

2.1. Heat Flow qa of Atmosphere Emission

The atmosphere absorbs solar radiation and emits long-wave radiation in the
direction of the Earth surface. Heat flow from this radiation is calculated under
Stefan-Boltzman’s law:

qa = εa · σ · T 4
v, (1)

where εa - coefficient of absorption of pavement surface; σ - Stefan-Boltzman’s
constant; Tv - air temperature, (in Kelvins).

Here Stefan-Boltzman’s constant is equal to σ = 5, 67 · 10−8 Bm
m2·K4 . Heat

flow qa in equation (1) has dimension W/m2. Coefficient of absorption for
pavement surface during fair weather is accepted as εa = 0, 7.

Such type of emission occurs during the day. It has been directed to the
earth and has sign (+).
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2.2. Heat Flow qe of the Earth Emission

Pavement surface, absorbing arriving solar radiation, is heated, and as the black
body itself emits long-wave radiation into atmosphere. Heat flow, formed based
on such radiation, has been also calculated under Stefan-Boltzman’s law:

qe = εe · σ · T 4
sur (2)

where εe - emission coefficient; σ- Stefan-Boltzman’s constant; Tsur - pavement
surface temperature, K.

Emission coefficient varies within εe = 0, 85−0, 93. As the pavement surface
is not a black body absolutely, therefore it is usually has an average value for
practical calculations εe aver = 0, 90.

Earth emission occurs during the day. As the pavement surface gets cold,
the quantity of radiated heat has been reduced. Heat flow (2) has been always
directed into atmosphere, there, it has sign (-).

2.3. Heat Flow qr of Total Solar Radiation

Heat flow from total solar radiation, received by pavement surface, is limited
in time by duration of daylight hours and calculated on formula:

qr = I0 · kr ·E0 · cos (ϕ+ δ) · kh, (3)

where I0 - solar constant equal to 1370 W/m2.

Angle of declination of the Sun can be obtained from equation:

δ = (0.006918 − 0.399912 cos Γ + 0.070257 sin Γ− 0.006758 cos 2Γ+

+0.000907 sin 2Γ− 0.002697 cos 3Γ + 0.0014 sin)×

(

180

π

)

,

where parameter Γ is calculated by equation Γ = 2π(dn−1)
365 . Here number of

days in the year dn−1 starts sine 1st January of each year, and the days are
numbered sine 1st to 365. Angle of declination of the Sun is given in decimal
degrees. Coefficient, considering eccentricity of the Earth orbit, is determined
by a formula:

E0 = 1.000110 + 0.034221 ∗ cos (Γ) + 0.001280 ∗ sin (Γ)

+ 0.000719 ∗ cos (2Γ) + . . . 0.00077 ∗ sin (2Γ) .
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Geographical latitude of the area for location of the highway is determined
from relevant reference books, or from website voshod so ln ca.ru and is given
in decimal degrees. For example, geographical latitude for Almaty city is equal
to ϕ = 43.18.

Coefficient kr, considering atmosphere transparency, is calculated by using
of experimental data regarding temperature field in pavement, located in this
area.

Coefficient kh, considering variation of intensity for receiving of solar radi-
ation during daylight hours, is calculated on the equation:

kh =

{

Vrise · t, if trise ≤ t ≤ tmid,
Vset · t, if tmid ≤ t ≤ tset,

where trise - time of sunrise, hour; tset - time of sunset, hour; tset−trise
2 = tmid,

midday, half of daylight hours, hour; 1
|tmid−trise|

= Vrise – average velocity

for height increase of the Sun over horizon since sunrise to midday, 1/hour;
1

|tmid−tset|
= Vset – average velocity for height decrease of the Sun over horizon

since midday to sunset, 1/hour.

It is convenient to use the following equation for practical calculations:

kh = (sin (t− π/2) + 1) /2.0,

where trise ≤ t ≤ tset. Therefore, total heat flow, variable in time and received
by pavement surface, shall be calculated under the formula:

q (t) = εa · σ · T 4
v (t)− εb · σ · T 4 (t) + I0 · kr ·E0 · cos (ϕ+ δ) · kh, (4)

where T (t) - pavement surface temperature, subject to determination.

It is clear that differential equation of transient heat conductivity will be
transformed into quartic equation in relation to T (t) , if we use directly equation
(4), and its solving will be difficult. However, iteration nature of solving method
for equation of parabolic type will allow solving of such problem, what it will
be told below about.

Boundary conditions, considered here, together with initial solving of Koshi
problem, will provide obtaining of the only solving for differential equation of
one-dimension transient heat conductivity for multilayer pavement. As the
initial solving, you can use the results of experimental research for temperature
field in pavement for one specific instant time t = t0.
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3. Finite Element Analog for Differential Equation of

One-Dimensional Transient Heat Conductivity

Differential equation of one-dimensional transient heat conductivity for com-
pound rod will be as follows

Kyy
∂2T

∂y2
= λ

∂T

∂t
(5)

with boundary conditions:

— on the bottom end of compound rod T = Th ;

— on upward facing end - total heat flow is equal to q = q (t) , calculated
under the formula (4).

Finite element analog of equation (5) for one-dimension compound rod will
be under the following formula (see [6]):

(

[K] +
2

∆t
[C]

)

{T}1 =

(

2

∆t
[C]− [K]

)

{T}0 − 2 {F}∗ . (6)

Inputs of each finite element into matrixes [K], [C] and {F} are expressed
by formulas:

[

c(e)
]

=

∫

V

λ
[

N (e)
]T [

N (e)
]

dV,

[

k(e)
]

=

∫

V

[

B(e)
]T [

D(e)
] [

B(e)
]

dV,

{

f (e)
}

=

∫

S1

q
[

N (e)
]T

dS.

(7)

We shall introduce algorithm for calculation of elements
[

k(e)
]

, summarizing
them for common case, when the number of finite elements is equal to arbitrary
number E (Figure 1a).

Temperature in internal points of the rod elements will be determined with

the help of functions of the form N
(e)
k (y), which are continuous functions of

coordinatey

T (e) (y) = N
(e)
i Ti +N

(e)
j Tj , e = 1, E, i = e, j = i+ 1 (8)
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a b

Figure 1: One-dimension model for transmission of heat in compound
rod (a) and scheme of numbering for elements and components (b)

To simplify it we shall consider the case, when temperature inside each
element varies according to linear law. In such case, relevant functions of the
form for the current element e(Figure 1b) will be determined by linear ratios:

N
(e)
i =

Yj − y

L(e)
, N

(e)
j =

y − Yi

L(e)

(

e = 1, E, i = e, j = i+ 1
)

where E- total number of elements; Yi, Yj - vertical coordinates of i and j
nodes; L(e)- the length of the element e.

Functional for compound rod, corresponding to differential equation (5),
represent by itself the sum of integrals:

χ =

∫

V

Kyy

2

[

dT (y)

dy

]2

dV +

∫

S

qT (y) dS, (9)

where S - surface area for upper end of the rod, for which heat flow q is given.
As the integral containing heat flow q relates only to the first element, we

have the following:
∫

S

qT (y) dS = qT1

∫

S

dS = qT1A, (10)
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where A - area of cross section for upward facing end of the rod, T1 - unknown
temperature in the first component, located in upward facing end of cross sec-
tion.

Volumetric integral in (9) contains derivative from temperature. Differen-
tiating (8) according to coordinate y, we have the following:

dT (e)(y)

dy
=

1

L(e)
(−Ti + Tj)

(

e = 1, E, i = e, j = i+ 1
)

(11)

Volumetric integral in (9) should be divided into integrals, corresponding to
each finite element, because expressions for derivatives dT/dy due to linear
functions of the form do not maintain its continuity on the boundaries of ele-
ments. After substitution of (11) into volumetric integral and integrating we
receive the sum:

∫

V

Kyy

2

[

dT (y)

dy

]2

dV =

E
∑

e=1

K
(e)
yy A

2L(e)
(−Ti + Tj)

2 (12)

During calculation of integrals, it was supposed that the area of cross section
for the rod is constant, therefore dV = Ady.

Representation of volumetric integral in the region as the sum of integrals,
each of them is calculated according to separate element, allows considering
various properties of the material for elements.

Value of functional χ can be obtained by adding of equations (10) and (12):

χ = qAT1 +

E
∑

e=1

C(e)

2

(

T 2
i − 2TiTj + T 2

j

)

,

where C(e) = A ·K
(e)
yy /L(e), e = 1, E.

Integral value χ is divided into summands, corresponding to separate finite
elements, which are minimized according to their component values until the
integrals are calculated. As the result, we have aggregate of integrals, which
can be calculated and summarized according to the elements.

Let us represent functional χ as the sum

χ = χ(0) + χ(1) + χ(2) + ... + χ(e) + ...+ χ(E),

where

χ(0) =

∫

S

qT1dS
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is the integral, corresponding to upward-facing end of compound rod, where
heat flow q is in effect. Other summands of χ, corresponding to current element
e, are calculated under integrated algorithm

χ(e) =

∫

V (e)

C(e)

2
(−Ti + Tj)

2 dV, e = 1, E, i = e, j = i+ 1.

Then the condition of functional minimum ∂χ
∂{T} = 0 is as follows

∂χ

∂ {T}
=

∂χ(0)

∂ {T}
+

∂χ(1)

∂ {T}
+

∂χ(2)

∂ {T}
+ ...+

∂χ(E)

∂ {T}
= 0,

whence, because of linear independence of summands ∂χ(k)

∂{T} , k = 0, E it follows

that ∂χ(k)

∂{T} = 0, k = 0, E.

Now we shall differentiate each component χ(e) according to all component
values of vector {T} = {T1, T2, ... , Ti, ... , TNP }, making equal to zero the
results obtained. As the result we have systems of linear algebraic equations of
order NP , corresponding to each finite element and one system of equations,
corresponding to χ(0)

∂χ(0)

∂T1
=

∫

S

qdS,
∂χ(0)

∂Ti
= 0, i = 2, NP .

Having calculated the integrals, included into these equations and adding all
systems of equations together, we have main system of linear algebraic equations
in relation to unknown component temperatures Ti, i = 1, NP

[K] {T} = {F} .

For example, for this case E = 4 (four-element rod) we have the following
main system of equations













C(1) − C(1) 0 0 0

−C(1)
[

C(1) + C(2)
]

− C(2) 0 0

0 −C(2)
[

C(2) + C(3)
]

− C(3) 0

0 0 −C(3)
[

C(3) + C(4)
]

− C(4)

0 0 0 − C(4) C(4)
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=























−qA
0
0
0
0























. (13)

We can see from the equation (13), that matrix of heat conductivity for
system [K] of the fifth order for four-element road is symmetric, band and
sparsely filled, which is characteristic for all equations in balance of finite ele-
ment method. Here vector of component load {F} has only one nonzero com-
ponent F1 = −qA, corresponding to upward-facing cross section, where heat
flow q (t) is given.

Matrix [C] of the equation (6) is called damping matrix. To calculate such
matrix we should remember that the matrix of function for the form of one-
dimension element can be given in local system of coordinates in the following
way:

[N ] =
[(

1−
x

L

) x

L

]

.

Substituting this expression into formula (7) and considering relationship
dV = Adx, where A - area of cross section of the rod, we have

[

c(e)
]

= λA

L
∫

0

[

1− x
L

x
L

]

[(

1−
x

L

) x

L

]

dx,

or
[

c(e)
]

=
λAL

6

[

2 1
1 2

]

. (14)

Here L - the length of one-dimension element, λ is equal to product ρc,
where ρ - density, kg/m3, c and - specific heat capacity, J/

(

m3 ·◦ C
)

.
It is important in this stated approach to the procedure of minimization

that the system of equations can be obtained for separate elements. Making
of equation systems for each separate element with the help of expression (14)
allows at the same time forming of damping matrix for system [C] and calculate
combined matrices [A] = [K] + 2

∆t
[C] [P ] = 2

∆t
[C] − [K] from the equation

(6).
We introduce new signs to make equation system (21) as a standard type.

If we make [A] = [K] + 2
∆t

[C] and {H} =
(

2
∆t

[C]− [K]
)

{T}0 − 2 {F}∗ , then
the system (21) will be as follows

[A] {T}1 = {H} . (15)
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So, algorithm for making equation system (15) is completed. System of
linear algebraic equations, completed in this way, will be redefined, as the last
component of vector for component temperatures {T}1 will be given (TNP =
Th), and for successful solving of equation system (15) it should be transformed.
Here we shall use the procedure for transformation [A] and {H} in such a way as
to obtain correct solution, without changing dimensions [A] and {H}, otherwise
it will cause difficulties during programming.

If one of the components for vector of component temperatures is given,
then the transformation of equation system represents two-step procedure. For
example, we know value T5. Then the transformation will be as follows:

- all coefficients of the fifth line for the system (15), except for diagonal
coefficients, are equal to zero. Diagonal term remains constant. As the equality
it looks like A5j = 0 with j = 1, ..., NP and j 6= 5. Relevant component H5 of
vector {H} is substituted for product A55T5.

- all other equations are transformed by deduction of product Aj5T5 from
Hj and substitution of Aj5 = 0, j = 1, ..., NP , j 6= 5.

Solving of equation system (15) in MATLAB system is carried out with the
help of command T1 = A\H.

4. Example

As the object for research, we shall consider the section (km 58+895) of the
highway ”Almaty-Bishkek”. Road structure consists of six-layer pavement, con-
structed on subgrade. Geometrical parameters, physical and mechanical and
heat engineering characteristics for structural layers are shown in the Table.

Now we formulate one-dimension problem of transient heat conductivity for
multilayer pavement.

Let conformity of hourly temperature variety Th (t) be given for bottom end
of the compound rod. Heat exchange for side surfaces of the rod is not available
(q = 0).

To find conformities of hourly variety for transient temperature field in the
compound rod, if air temperature values, determined at intervals of an hour,
are certain.

Fixing of boundary conditions on the surface of pavement will be carried
out by calculation of total heat flow.

It is required to calculate transient temperature field in multilayer pavement
depending on air temperature, variable in time, which is obtained experimen-
tally at intervals of an hour.
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Number
of the
layer

Material of
the layer

Thickness
of the
layer, m

Coefficient
of heat
conductivity,
W/(m◦C)

Specific
heat
capacity,
J/(m3◦C)

Specific
weight,
kg/ m3

1
Fine-grained
asphalt
concrete

0.05 1.40 1650.0 2400

2

Coarse-
grained
asphalt
concrete

0.10 1.25 1650.0 2300

3
Fine-grained
asphalt concrete
of old pavement

0.065 1.40 1650.0 2400

4

Coarse-
grained cold
asphalt
concrete

0.15 1.25 1650.0 2300

5
Sand and
gravel mix
(fine)

0.25 1.80 1000.0 1400

6
Sand and
gravel mix
(coarse)

0.35 1.80 1000.0 1900

7
Subgrade
(heavy sandy
loam)

- 1.62 1450 200

Table 1: Parameters of pavement layers

The results of calculation under the program, developed on MATLAB for
the considered section (km 58+895) of the highway ”Almaty-Bishkek”, for the
period since the 1st to 31st July 2014, are shown on the Figures 2-4.

Figure 2 shows diagram of hourly air temperature variety, obtained ex-
perimentally. Diagram shows that amplitude for daily temperature variety in
certain days reaches 25 during the period under consideration.

Figures 3-4 show diagrams for comparison of daily variety for experimental
and calculated values of temperature in the depths of h=0.15 m and h=1.35
m respectively. As you can see from the Figures, discrepancy between experi-
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Figure 2: Diagram for hourly variety of air temperature for the period
from 1 to 31 July, 2014

mental and calculated results does not exceed 3, which certifies high accuracy
of description for mathematical model of transient heat exchange procedure in
the investigated sphere. They also show that impact of daily air temperature
variety is equal to zero in the depth of h=1.35 m.
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Figure 3: Diagram for comparison of hourly variety for experimental
and calculated values of temperature in the depth of h=0.15 m

Figure 4: Diagram for comparison of hourly variety for experimental
and calculated values of temperature in the depth of h=1.35 m
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